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Warwickshire Health and Wellbeing Board
Integrated Care System (ICS) Workshop
18th October 2021
Welcome and introduction from Cllr Bell,
Chair of Warwickshire Health and Wellbeing Board
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Purpose of the day
• To gain knowledge of the current health and
care system and the picture in Warwickshire
• To develop understanding of the requirements
of Health and Wellbeing Board (HWB) within
the Integrated Care System
• To consider our role as HWB members in
supporting the next steps for population
health across Warwickshire to best serve the
people in our communities

0930-0940

Welcome and purpose of the day

HWBB Chair Cllr Bell

0940-0945

Overview of the Session & Housekeeping

Durka Dougall

0945-1010

Health and Care Context – Overview

David Buck

1010-1020

Warwickshire journey to date – Overview

Emily van de Venter

1020-1035

Interactive Exercise 1:
Reflecting on the journey we have been on
1.
What are we most proud of?
2.
What would we want to change?
3.
What does the current landscape offer us by way of
opportunity for this?
Themes from groups
BREAK
Overview of requirements of HWB in the context of system

ICS slides

P&P workstream
Update from key groups that feed into HWB:

Joint Strategic Needs Assessment

Place Partnerships – North, Rugby, South
Interactive Exercise 2:
What is our role as HWBB members in supporting the next steps
for population health across Warwickshire to best serve the
people in our local communities

1035-1045
1045-1100
1100-1110

1110-1130

1130-1200

1200-1215
1215-1220
1220-1225
1225-1230

Themes from groups
What might be the most impactful thing (identified from
themes) we can do to improve working as a system?
Reflections from the King’s Fund Team
Next steps and close

Small group work

Feedback from groups
Rachael Danter
Emily van de Venter
Duncan Vernon
David Eltringham, Mannie
Ketley, Chris Elliott, Anne Coyle

Small group work

Feedback from all groups
MentiMeter Exercise / plenary
conversation
Durka Dougall & David Buck
HWB Chair Cllr Bell
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Overview and Housekeeping
Durka Dougall
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The population health policy landscape
David Buck
The King’s Fund

Warwickshire Health and Wellbeing Board Workshop
18th October 2021
© The
The Kings
Kings Fund
Fund 2020
2017
©
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A reminder! What is population health?

he text turns red

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
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A framework for thinking and coherence
A population health system is
about i) the balance between and
ii) making the connections
between the four pillars of
population health

he text turns red

What is happening, locally and
nationally where these pillars
overlap?
What needs to happen next,
local, regional and national.
Some importance messages for:
resourcing, accountability,
leadership.
© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
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he text turns red

Integrated care and public health

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

7

The King’s Fund high level view
A shift away from competition, including
removal of procurement rules.
Not one size fits all, leaves many decisions to
local systems and leaders, this is appropriate
given how varied systems and needs are.

he text turns red

Legislation will not ‘solve’ poor collaboration
and coordination, this requires changes in
behaviours and relationships.
There is greater power over the NHS for
ministers, reversing some of the changes in
the creation of NHSEI.
© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

8
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A deeper dive… 1. principles
What is an ICS for? NHSEI has said that, ‘Our
proposals are designed to serve four fundamental
purposes’…

he text turns red

improving population health and
healthcare;
tackling unequal outcomes and access;
enhancing productivity and value for
money;
And helping the NHS to support broader
social and economic development
© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

9

A deeper dive… 2. mechanics
A new ICS body to plan at system level across providers, within a
financial allocation and capital limit. Board will inc as min, a chair, a chief
executive and representatives from NHS trusts, general practice & LAs

he text turns red

A new ICS Partnership Board intended to support the integration
beyond the NHS. Will develop a plan to address the system’s health,
public health and social care needs, which the ICS NHS body and local
authorities will be required to ‘have regard to’ when making decisions
Legislation to allow joint committees to facilitate increased
‘collaborative commissioning’ across different footprints, for example, by
enabling NHS England to share some commissioning functions with ICSs.
A new duty to cooperate between the NHS and local government
ICS’s will also be expected to have due regard to Health and Wellbeing
Boards priorities and their JSNAs and joint health and wellbeing board
© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
strategies

10
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Public health has proved itself during covid
‘Follows’ DsPHs in England over time to understand
their role, influence, experience as covid developed to
end of May 2021

he text turns red

Calibrated with deep system dives, experience in rest
of UK, conversations with national players
Helps provide
– a documentary perspective on ‘what happened’
– lessons learnt
– A guide to the future, how the skills/influence of
DsPH and their wider teams can play a sustained
role in the future population health system

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

11

PHE is being replaced, by UKHSA/OHID
From 1st October
Health protection to UKHSA, health
improvement to OHID, with some
responsibility to NHSEI

he text turns red

Meant to strengthen preparation for healthy
threats (such as covid, civil emergencies) and
bring health improvement closer to the centre
of govt
A big question is how will public health ‘reintegrate’ at local/regional level, including
with new ICSs at sub-regional level?

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
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Success is dependent on you
…Legislative reforms clarify the future direction towards integration,
recognises this is about more than the NHS and seeks to make some changes
to support; whilst leaving lots open to local decisions.

he text turns red

...But they are complex structures, with public health reform layered on top
…If local systems and leaders want to make a success of it, and use it to
promote population health, they will be better able to. If they don’t they will
better able not to.
…This comes back to leadership and shared purpose at personal level,
organisation and place. A coherent and connected HWB strategy is a
vehicle for that.
© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
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The places and communities we live in, and
with

he text turns red

(spoiler: not policy but understanding and
supporting practice)

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
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A sea-change… the ‘community paradigm’?

he text turns red

=

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

15

A sea-change… it really does matter for recovery
What do we know about recovery from
‘disaster’ e.g. UK floods, NZ earthquake,
Grenfell, Hurricane Katrina etc

he text turns red

– Non-linear – beware honeymoons?
– Many people v resilient, but largescale stress; secondary stresses e.g.
losing work, can lead to long-term
effects, impacts show up long after
the initial wave
– Existing ‘strong’ communities recover
better
– Invest in community NOW for next
time

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
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he text turns red

The wider determinants of health

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
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Covid – wow. Huge impact

he text turns red

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
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..allied with a huge national response

he text turns red

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
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…all public services should think more broadly

he text turns red

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
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he text turns red

Our behaviours and lifestyles

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

21

Policy focus has been childhood obesity
August 2016
Repeated bites at the pie from this
government and previous governments:
obesity chapter 1, 2 and ‘3’, and most
recently specific £ for weight management

June 2018

he text turns red

July 2019

Most of this has been
– About child obesity, assumption that
adults need less help
– Focussed on information and
individual support and services;
latterly more on advertising regulation
– Less on planning, environment, fiscal:
exception is ‘sugar tax’
– Characterised by marginalism

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

22
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Funding has been fragmenting?
20th January…

he text turns red

4th March…

Welcome specific announcements – on
drugs and weight management – push the
push the cash increase for local
government public health up to just under
10% in 2021-22.
But, this is non-recurrent and ring-fenced,
so it is not in the baseline can only be used
for specific things.
More generally, is this an increasing
pattern across central government of
‘picking winners’ and taking more control
of local policy issues and decisions?

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

23

Need to respond to changes wrought by covid..
Studies starting to come through – most of
the first wave, some using well established
longitudinal studies e.g.
– more loneliness in younger people
– binge-drinking increase – esp white
groups, women, higher educated (but fell
in younger groups)
– Cigarette use fell as did ecig use –
especially amongst lighter smokers

he text turns red

More bespoke studies of vulnerable
populations tended to show bigger negative
effects
– e.g. more alcohol, less physical activity,
fewer fruit & veg (no change cigarettes)
– associated with being younger, female,
higher BMI
© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

24
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he text turns red

Hard-wiring action on inequalities in
health

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

25

Covid-19 – has made existing inequalities sharper

he text turns red

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

26
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Covid-19 – has also had specific inequality effects

he text turns red

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
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A stronger policy response from NHSEI

he text turns red

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

28
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But more to do…
How to hardwire inequality reduction
into the health and care systems core
functions, accountability and reporting

he text turns red

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

National policy and strategy
Accountability and improvement support
Funding
Leadership
Workforce
Data and evidence
Community engagement
© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

29

he text turns red

Conclusion

© The Kings Fund 2018
2017
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It comes back to a coherent approach to pophealth
In this complexity, there is also
opportunity and it makes coherence
more important, not less.

he text turns red

The HWB and it’s strategy can be the
vehicle for specific action and priorities
but also i) that coherence across
pillars and sectors of population
health; ii) advocate for hard-wiring
inequality reduction across pillars
Legislative changes help, but success
is reliant on alignment, leadership and
partnership
© The Kings Fund 2018
2017

31

Warwickshire
journey so far
Emily van de Venter, Associate Director of
Public Health
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NHS Health and Care
Partnership Board (ICS)

Coventry & Warwickshire Joint Health and Wellbeing Board –
the Place Forum

Coventry Health &
Wellbeing Board
(Chair: Cllr Caan)

One
Coventry
Partnership
(Chair: Gail
Quinton)

Coventry
Place
Executive
(Chair:
Peter Fahy)

Coventry population
health model

NHS Partnership Executive Group (PEG)
(Chair: Sir Chris Ham)

Warwickshire Health & Wellbeing Board
(Chair: Cllr Bell)

Health &
Wellbeing
Executive
formally adopted
sub-committee to
the HWB
(Chair: Nigel
Minns)
JSNA Strategic
Group
(Chair: Duncan
Vernon)

Warwickshire
North Health
& Wellbeing
Partnership
(Chair: Steve
Maxey)

North Place
Executive
(Chair:
David
Eltringham)

North population health
model

Note: chart reflects
current structure
(Oct. 21)
Responsible for developing and implementing action plans aligned to the HWS priorities and
place-based JSNA. Focused on Quadrants 1-3: wider determinants, healthy behaviours,
communities we live in an with. Secretariat provided by WCC Public Health

Rugby
Health &
Wellbeing
Partnership
(Chair: Mannie
Ketley)

Rugby Place
Executive
(Rugby
Delivery
Group)
(Chair:
Justine
Richards)

Rugby population
health model

South
Healthy
Citizen Forum
(Chairs: Chris
Elliott, David
Buckland)

South Place
Executive
(Place
Partnership
Board)
(Chair: Anne
Coyle)

South population health
model

Public Health Place
coordination group
(Chair: Gemma
McKinnon)
Responsible for developing and implementing action plans aligned to
the HWS priorities and NHS place-based plans. Focused on Quadrant
4: integrated health and care.
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Our immediate focus
To help our
children and
young people
have the best
start in life, we
will:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Work together to prevent child accidents
Encourage health pregnancies and ensure
best outcomes for both parent and infant
in first 1001 days
Seek to improve outcomes by tackling
social inequalities
Build emotional resilience and work to
prevent self-harm and suicide
Encourage children and young people to
live healthy lifestyles

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

To help people
improve mental
health and
wellbeing, with a
focus on
prevention and
early intervention,
we will:
Provide help and support through the
implementation of Wellbeing for Life
Support the mental health and wellbeing of
our staff, ensuring all partners are signed up to
Thrive at Work
Continue to transform community mental
health services for adults
Continue to prioritise support for people living
with Dementia and vulnerable groups
including: people who are homeless; carers;
people with autism
Continue to develop our partnership approach
to suicide prevention and response

To reduce
inequalities in
health outcomes
and the wider
determinants of
health, we will:

1.

2.

3.
4.

Tackle health inequalities within the
services we offer, taking a universal
proportionalism approach where
possible
Improve the environment people live
and work in, supporting health
planning principles, reduction in
emissions and promoting sustainable
travel
Implement the Housing Board action
plan including Homeless Strategy
Support people who experience
inequalities in health to have equal
employment opportunities

35

Successes of our HWB
• System leadership: Since December 2017, Coventry and
Warwickshire health and wellbeing boards (HWBs) have been
meeting as the Coventry and Warwickshire Place Forum to set the
vision and principles for how the health, care and wellbeing system
will work together
• Place leadership: The three ‘places’ in Warwickshire have Place
Partnerships chaired by district and borough Chief Executives.
• Monthly meetings with district and borough Portfolio Holders for
Health
• Delivering Results: Our ways of working have led to the
development of Warwickshire’s Homelessness Strategy, 0-5’s work,
and recognised as best practice for partnerships working during
pandemic e.g., through IMTs; and legacy of Year of Wellbeing 2019
leading to Wellbeing for Life, HWB sign up to PHE prevention
concordat for mental health

36
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Breakout Groups: Exercise 1
Reflecting on the journey we have been on:
1. What are we most proud of?
2. What would we want to change?
3. What does the current landscape offer us by way of opportunity for
this?

37

Feedback from
groups

38
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BREAK

10 minutes

39

Warwickshire Health and Wellbeing Board
ICS Workshop
Transition to an
Integrated Care System
Phil Johns | Coventry and Warwickshire CCG
Nigel Minns | Warwickshire County Council

40
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Integrated Care Systems – a quick recap
• An Integrated Care System has four core purposes;
1. Improving outcomes in population health and healthcare
2. Tackling inequalities in outcomes, experience and access
3. Enhancing productivity and value for money; and
4. Helping the NHS to support broader social and economic development.
• The Goal – delivering the NHS triple aim
1. Population health and prevention focus
2. Quality of care, and
3. Use of resources
• Grounded in the following principles;
1. Collaboration not competition
2. Planning for populations and population health outcomes
3. Reduction in unwarranted variation
4. Building on the strong system and place based partnerships within systems
5. Subsidiarity and local flexibility

41

Our journey to becoming an ICS
•

Our application to become an Integrated Care System (ICS) was formally
approved on 26th March

•

Legislative proposals set out in February by the Government for a new
Health and Care Bill, building on recommendations in Long Term Plan
 This will establish statutory ICS in each STP/ICS footprint by April 2022

•

Statutory ICSs will be made up of an “Integrated Care Board” and an
“Integrated Care Partnership”

•

Dual governance structure recognises two forms of integration
 Integration within the NHS
 Integration between NHS and others, principally LAs and VCS

42
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ICS Integrated Care Board (ICB)
Purpose
•

Will be responsible for:
• Developing a plan to address the
health needs of the system
• Setting out strategic direction for
the system
• Explaining the plans for both
capital and revenue spend for
the NHS bodies in the system

•

The ICB will take on the
commissioning functions of the CCGS
and some of those of NHSE

•

The ICB will be responsible for the day
to day running of the ICS, NHS
planning and NHS allocations

Membership
•

Each ICB will have a unitary Board
directly accountable for NHS spend
and performance within the system

•

The Board will, as a minimum,
include a Chair, a CEO (accountable
officer for the NHS money allocated
to the ICB) 2 Non Executive
Directors, Medical and Nursing
Directors and representatives from
NHS Trusts, General Practice, LAs
and other partners determined
locally e.g. Mental Health and
Community Trusts, and NonExecutives

43

ICS Integrated Care Partnership (ICP)
Purpose
Will be a statutory committee responsible
for promoting partnership arrangements
and developing an integrated care strategy
to address the health, social care and
public health needs of the system
Each ICS Integrated Care Board (ICB) and
Local Authority (LA) will be required by law
to have regard to this plan
The ICP could be used by NHS and LA
partners to agree co-ordinated action and
alignment of funding on key system
issues/priorities

Membership
• Minimum membership required in law (ICB
and LA as statutory members)
• A wider group of partners other than NHS
organisations

Membership not specified – down to local
discretion

ICP will complement the activities of
established HWBBs

44
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Five Expectations for ICPs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Are a core part of ICSs driving their direction and priorities
Will be rooted in the needs of people, communities and places
Create space to develop and oversee population health strategies to improve
outcomes and experiences
Will support integrated approaches and subsidiarity
Should take an open and inclusive approach to strategy development and
leadership involving communities and partners to utilise local data and
insights

Other Considerations
•

Local arrangements between LAs, the NHS and between providers of health and
care services seen as critical, at the core of integration and left to local
determination

•

The statutory ICS will work to support the 4 places within Coventry and
Warwickshire to integrate services and improve outcomes for their populations,
recognising each will be at different stages of development and face different
issues

45

Other Considerations
Health and Wellbeing Boards
• Health and Wellbeing Boards (HWBBs) will remain in place and will continue
to have important responsibility at Place level to bring partners together as
well as developing JSNAs and HWB Strategies (which HWBBs and ICSs will
have regard to)
Making sense locally
• We have much to build on - the joint concordat between both HWBs was a strong
foundation for the partnership work within our ICS.
• We have a Place Forum as well as a Health and Care Partnership so we need to
consider if we continue with both or combine them in future
• Both HWBs are separately and jointly considering how we contribute and support
the development of ICSs at Place level in the future.

46
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Next steps
•

Welcome our new Chair

•

Share the developed ICS Transition Plan highlighting the activities required
throughout 2021/22 to move to the new ICS Operating Model by Apr 2022

•

During this transition year, the system will also need to continue to restore
services and deliver all quality, finance and performance requirements and
targets (Business As Usual - BAU)

•

To support alignment of both Transition activity and BAU the system will
look to operate a shadow ICB and ICP as soon as possible

47

Population Health and Prevention
Emily van de Venter, Associate Director of Public Health

48
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Population Health and Prevention Programme
• Population Health and Prevention (P&P) programme set up
as part of the original Sustainability and Transformation Plan
– a key programme for the Coventry and Warwickshire
Health and Care Partnership
• Recognition that both the wider determinants of health and
prevention were critical in addressing long standing health
inequalities and the impact on demand for more specialist
health and care services
• Gail Quinton is Executive Lead, and P&P Delivery Group
chaired by Liz Gaulton and Anna Hargrave (C&WCCG Chief
Population Health Officer)
• The importance of this work has been reinforced over the
last 18 months and through the COVID-19 pandemic the
P&P programme has led and informed significant system
activity both in outbreak management and in understanding
and addressing longer-term impacts – particularly in relation
to inequalities

P&P Vision
To galvanise effort, expertise
and resource to stimulate a
step change in commitment
to prevention across the
Health and Wellbeing system.

49

Work is focused in 4 key areas
To lead the system in its
population health
approach, supporting
the Place Forum to
mobilise all parts of the
system in implementing
the King’s Fund model
of population health to
improve the health and
wellbeing of people in
Coventry and
Warwickshire

Developing and
implementing a
framework for
population health
management within
Coventry and
Warwickshire to inform
system priorities and
address inequalities

Embedding prevention
across our population
health system and
mobilising Wellbeing for
Life programme

System leadership and
coordinating system
activity to tackle health
inequalities

50
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Key achievements
• Population health approach – Place Forum has continued to run, albeit
differently; COVID-19 needs assessment and HWB reset and recovery
plans through KF model lens
• Population health management – Wave 3 national development
programme; Cerner HealtheIntent platform procurement; case studies
of PHM approaches in COVID-19 management
• Embedding prevention – pre-habilitation activity; relaunch of
Wellbeing for Life and programme of activity planned
• Inequalities – mobilising and leveraging system response to national
actions; C&W-wide Call to Action; network of Board Leads for
Inequalities

51

Draft

Coventry & Warwickshire Health and Care Partnership Population Health and Prevention Programme
Vision: To galvanise effort, expertise and resource to stimulate a step change in commitment to prevention across the Health & Wellbeing system.

population health approach in

Implementing the population
health management strategy

Embedding and developing a
strategic approach to prevention
in C&W

Coordinating and driving systemwide activity to tackle inequalities

Current activity
•
Health and Wellbeing Strategies
framed around King’s Fund model of
population health
•
Population health model has shaped
our understanding of the impact of
COVID-19 and our plans for reset and
recovery, and has served to mobilise
and recognise the contribution of all
partners
•
Place Forum and Health and Care
Partnership Board continue to engage a
wide range of partners and provide
system leadership around health
inequalities and improving population
health

Current activity
•
C&W Population Health Management
Strategy articulates system ambitions and
commitment to PHM, with resourcing
model in place to progress its
implementation
•
Significant system-wide engagement on
PHM in preparation for participation in
Wave 3 of national PHM
development programme (PHMDP)
•
Capital funding award used to procure
Cerner HealtheIntent PHM platform
•
Places progressing PHM programmes,
with strong case studies of PHM
approaches used in COVID-19
management

Current activity
•
Health Inequalities Task Group set up to
develop whole system view of activities
being undertaken to address health
inequalities as well as mobilising and
leveraging system response to national
actions
•
Established Board Leads for Inequalities
meeting to allow for knowledge sharing
across providers
•
Launched the Call to Action across C&W
to engage local businesses on the agenda
•
Ongoing action to address inequalities in
COVID-19 vaccination uptake

Future plans
 Review and refresh of current system
documents / models (including
Concordat)
 Informing development of the statutory
Integrated Care Partnership and
supporting Chairs in reframing the
Place Forum in the context of the ICS
 Supporting development of a System
Outcomes Framework

Future plans
 PHM Development Programme and
implementation and integration of
HealtheIntent will build capability and
capacity at all levels of the ICS for PHM
and pilot approaches with early adopters
 Development of roadmap for
implementation of PHM across core areas
of Infrastructure, Intelligence,
Interventions and Incentives
 Stronger engagement with Primary Care
to support use of PHM approaches

Current activity
•
C&W wide steering groups have been
established to lead and deliver on the
NHS Long Term Plan prevention priorities:
o The Tobacco Control Steering
Group is focused on the design and
delivery of new stopping smoking
services
o The Weight Management Steering
Group is working to map and align
the weight management offer
across the system
•
Wellbeing for Life initiative has been
launched with a range of campaigns
planned around prevention; and a
current focus on encouraging businesses
to sign up to Thrive at Work

Leading and mobilising a
C&W

Version 0.2 22/09/2021

across all levels of the ICS

Future plans
 Development of a Prevention Strategy
underpinned by NHS Long Term Plan and
local data
 Services redesigned with principle of
proportionate universalism and a more
targeted approach
 Under the Wellbeing for Life banner,
implement the Sugar Smart campaign in
schools

Future plans
 Development of a System Health
Inequalities Plan / Strategy (in tandem
with Prevention Strategy to ensure
alignment)
 Improving data collection around
deprivation, ethnicity and other
indicators of inequality
 Expansion of Health Inequalities
Dashboard to allow measurement of
success across C&W
 Embedding tackling inequalities in
system governance, plans and strategies

52
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Enc.2

The Warwickshire JSNA
Programme
- Current work and underpinning
principles
Duncan Vernon
Consultant in Public Health

53

The basis for JSNA
•

JSNAs are assessments of the current and future health and social care needs
of the local community.

•

Local areas are free to undertake JSNAs in a way best suited to their local
circumstances – there is no template or format that must be used and no
mandatory data set to be included.

•

JSNAs are produced by health and wellbeing boards. The responsibility falls on
the health and wellbeing board as a whole

•

JSNAs and JHWSs are continuous processes, and are an integral part of CCG and
local authority commissioning cycles

54
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The basis for JSNA

55

Completed work: place based programme

56
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Current work: thematic programme
•

Assessment of the wider impact of Covid was
published in July 2020.

•

Prioritisation exercise for future thematic work
was carried out in summer 2020.

•

Mental Health Needs Assessment published in
July

Forthcoming work
•

Children’s (0-5) Health Needs Assessment

•

Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment due for refresh

57

Principles: working in partnership
Analyst Network
•Formed Dec 2019
•Forum for sharing good practice and ideas

Place Based JSNA programme
• Completed May 2020
• Brining together health and wider determinants data

Covid Health Impact Assessment (Thematic JSNA)
• Published September 2020
• Collaboration between Local Authorities and CCG

DPH Annual Report Dashboard
• Published March 2021
• Shared resource to monitor inequalities and the Health and Wellbeing Strategy

Adult Mental Health Needs Assessment (Thematic JSNA)
• Published July 2021
• Collaboration between Local Authorities, CCG and wider partners

58
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Principles: supporting strategic planning

59

Principles: using new data sources and tools

60
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Principles: open and accessible data

61

Warwickshire ICS Workshop
18 October 2021
David Eltringham

‘Helping you to help yourself; There when you need us.’

62
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Warwickshire North Place

‘Helping you to help yourself; There when you need us.’

63

Principles:
• Place is the Primary unit of planning and delivery – its
local
• Care collaboratives are facilitators of things –
relationships, delivery, performance reporting, financial
transaction
• Local solutions for local people – one size doesn’t fit all
• Using the governance structures we have - adapting and
adjusting as we go and recognising that relationships are
key
‘Helping you to help yourself; There when you need us.’

64
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What we need from the ICS:
• A system Governance structure which is simple and clean, with clarity of role and
responsibility.
• Clarity on delegated authority via the care collaboratives (financial and other
delegated authority)
• An agreement on which key measures we will all use to tell us whether we are
delivering the HCP strategy:
 At ICS
 At care collaborative
 At place
 At neighbourhood / PCN
• Let Place things happen at Place. Focus energy on resolving system problems
• Be clear about what's at Place and what's not
• Confirm the strategy is the strategy
‘Helping you to help yourself; There when you need us.’

65

Rugby Place update
Mannie Ketley, Rugby Borough Council

66
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Rugby Place
Priorities for Rugby Place:
 Mental health and wellbeing – Selfharm in young people
 Poverty and inequalities –
Homelessness
 Health behaviours – Smoking
 COVID-19 Recovery
 Long term conditions – heart failure

67

Next steps for Rugby Place...
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South Warwickshire Place Update October 2021
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Close working between organisations has enabled us to start making really positive
progress in these areas
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Next Steps
Using the recommendations from our recent audit and ICS and Place guidance, we have designed a new
governance model which aligns to the Population Health management approach. This model gives us the
fluidity and flexibility to focus on the four pillars in a less linear and hierarchical way, which will enable us to
continue to build collaborative ways of working which focus on people and Place. It removes duplication and
allows clear decision making across Place.
We intend to begin working to this governance model from November 2021 onwards.
By the end of the financial year, create a four-quadrant plan bringing together the priorities from the Health
and Wellbeing Strategy, JNSA and Place Plan to demonstrate how we in South Warwickshire will improve our
population’s health and wellbeing.
Continue to work with all partners to understand ‘what good looks like’ in the journey to establish the
Warwickshire ICP. This will enable us to establish a transformation plan and governance to support delivering
the ICP contract
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Appendix – South Population Health Framework
Place Priorities
• Respiratory health
and inequalities
• COVID19 recovery
and prevention
of illness
• Environment and
sustainability

our

our

• Mental health,
suicide
and bereavement
• Children and young
people

Key drivers: Health and Wellbeing Board Strategy, NHS Long Term Plan, Public Health Outcomes Framework, place-based JSNAs, COVID-19 HIA
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Breakout Groups: Exercise 2
What is our role as HWBB members in supporting the next steps for
population health across Warwickshire to best serve the people in our local
communities?
• Group 1 – facilitated by Emily van de Venter
• Group 2 – facilitated by Dr Gordana Djuric
• Group 3 – facilitated by Duncan Vernon
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Feedback from
groups
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Reflections from the King’s Fund Team

© The
The Kings
Kings Fund
Fund 2020
2017
©
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Warwickshire Health and Wellbeing Board
Integrated Care System (ICS) Workshop
Closing remarks from Cllr Bell
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